Last update: 12.05.2020

The General Terms and Conditions and Special Conditions of Participation of the Munich
International Motor Show GmbH and their organised event MYLE Festival (hereinafter referred to
as MYLE), as well as the Technical Guidelines, the General Terms and Conditions and the House
Rules of the MW Freimann Betriebs GmbH can be viewed, downloaded and printed out on the
internet at www.myle-festival.com/aussteller/ausstellerinfos.

1. EVENT MYLE FESTIVAL 2020
WORLD'S FIRST PREMIUM MOBILITY FESTIVAL
www.myle-festival.com

2. DATES
2.1 Duration of the exhibition:
Friday, 16.04.2021 - Munich Morning (8:30 – 11:30am)
Saturday, 17.04.2021
Sunday, 18.04.2021
2.2 Opening hours for visitors:
Friday 12 am to 6pm
Saturday 9 am to 6pm
Sunday 9 am to 6pm
Ticket office closing time: 5pm
Opening hours for exhibitors:
Friday: 7am to 7pm
Saturday: 7am to 7pm
Sunday: 7am to 8pm
The opening hours for exhibitors during the event are two hours before and one hour after the
official visitor opening hours. Outside these times, the stay on the premises is not permitted.
Exceptions to this require the written consent of the event management.
2.3 The opening hours of the event are binding for all exhibitors. They can only be changed in
exceptional cases with the express consent of the event management.

2.4 Construction and dismantling times
Start of construction:
all halls: Wednesday, 14.04.2021, 6am
Construction end:
all halls: Thursday, 15.04.2021, 8pm
Start of dismantling:
all halls: Sunday, 18.04.2021, from approx. 6.30pm (night dismantling possible upon request)
End of dismantling (fixed date):
all halls: Tuesday, 20.04.2021, 6am
During the above times, construction and dismantling is permitted daily from 7am to 8pm.
Outside these times, assembly and dismantling is only possible with the approval of MYLE and
the MW Freimann Betriebs GmbH.
The above construction and dismantling dates are provisional. The binding dates will be
communicated to the exhibitors with the stand confirmation.
The above dismantling dates do not apply to rental stands. These are to be vacated by the end of
the event at the latest 3 hours after the end of the event.
2.5 All vehicles that do not serve as exhibits must be driven out of the hall areas by 8pm on 15
April 2021 at the latest for cleaning work.
2.6 Event stands that are not occupied by 6pm on the last set-up day shall be closed by MYLE at
the expense of the respective exhibitor.
Express reference is made to 6.2.2 of the General Conditions of Participation.
2.7 Should an exhibition already opened be interrupted or interrupted in whole or in part as a
result of events beyond MYLE its control, a withdrawal from the contract or the assertion of a
claim for damages is excluded.
2.8 A binding registration for the exhibition only exists if it has been made on the MYLE
registration form in recognition of the General and Special Conditions of MYLE, as well as the
Technical Guidelines, the General Terms and Conditions and the House Rules of the MW
Freimann Betriebs GmbH to be viewed under www.myle-festival.com/aussteller/ausstellerinfos.

SAFETY CONDITIONS
Exhibition of motor vehicles:
Vehicles with combustion engines may only be exhibited in the halls with a largely empty tank
(minimum deflection of the fuel gauge in the reserve area). The fuel tank must be locked.

3. RENTAL PRICES / STAND DEMARCATION / DISPOSAL
3.1 Rental prices
3.1.1 All-inclusive Package
The price per square metre is €89,70 as per last update.
3.2 Cancellation fees
3.2.1 Cancellations of stand construction/services which have not been purchased from MYLE
shall be made exclusively in accordance with the General Terms and Conditions for Services of
the selected service provider.
3.2.2 Cancellations of the space rental shall be made exclusively in accordance with 4 of the
General Conditions of Participation of MYLE.
3.3 General rental price regulations
3.3.1 In the case of two-storey event stands, in addition to the rental fee for the floor area is
calculated by a further 50% of the built-up floor area.
3.3.2 The minimum size of a stand is 12 sqm. Smaller areas are only rented out if they arise during
the layout planning.
3.3.3 The final invoice of the rent is based on the measurement by the event management.
Each square meter or part thereof shall be calculated in full; the floor area shall always be
calculated as a rectangle without consideration of fixtures or small deviations. MYLE shall not be
liable for damages or costs resulting from deviations of the area sizes resulting from measurement
errors.
3.3.4 The rent and all other fees are net prices, at which the value added tax in the respective
valid legal amount (according to UStG in the respective valid version) is additionally shown and
has to be paid.
If a service recipient (issuer) is not domiciled in Germany, the tax liability can be transferred to him
under certain conditions (reverse charge). For this purpose, the entrepreneurial status must be
declared in the registration form (in the case of recipients of services from the EU, the VAT
identification number must also be provided).
3.4 In order to avoid liability, in particular for risks of damage, we strongly recommend taking out
exhibition insurance in accordance with the application in the service documents. See also 5.4. of
the General Conditions of Participation.
Unless use is made of the option offered of taking out an exhibition insurance policy in
accordance with the application "Exhibition insurance" of the service documents, there are
indications of liability for risks of damage and the existing Insurance cover from the General
Terms and Conditions for Services of MW Freimann Betriebs GmbH according to the service
documents.
3.5 Co-exhibitor
The admission of a co-exhibitor and additionally represented companies (see 1.5 and 3 of the
General Conditions of Participation) must be applied for in writing to MYLE, stating the complete
address including contact person. There is usually no processing fee for additionally represented
companies.

3.6 Boundary of the stand area/stand boundary walls
It is expressly pointed out that, depending on the wall system, a supporting wall must be installed
every four or five linear meters of partition.
Exhibits can be set up to the aisle boundary. A maximum of 30% of an open side may be "built
on" with closed walls, exceptions must be notified to MYLE and approved in writing. It must be
ensured that the attractiveness of the opposite and neighboring stands is not impaired. MYLE is
entitled to have unauthorized/approved stand construction elements removed or modified at the
expense and risk of the exhibitor. The construction of an open side with closed walls shall be
notified to MYLE in writing immediately upon receipt of the stand confirmation, but no later than
10 days after receipt of the stand confirmation.
3.7 Floor coverings
The rented area does not have to be equipped with a floor covering. The exhibitor is free to
choose a surface, but must select it in consultation with the event management and have it
approved by them in order not to endanger the overall appearance of MYLE. Only the exhibitor is
responsible for the cost of the floor covering!
3.8 Disposal
The exhibitor is responsible for the cleaning and waste disposal of his event appearance. He is
obliged and responsible for the sorting of the resulting waste into recyclable and residual
materials. On the evening of each set-up and dismantling day, all waste must be removed from
the halls or made available for disposal in the prescribed containers of MW Freimann Betriebs
GmbH, which are professionally disposed of by the MYLE service partner.
It is not permitted to store waste in the corridors during the construction and dismantling periods.
Waste that is still in the aisles will be disposed of by our contracting company at an increased
charge.
We expressly refer here to the waste guidelines of MW Freimann Betriebs GmbH in the service
documents. The detailed provisions of the Technical Guidelines are expressly referred to.

4. TERMS OF PAYMENT
4.1 Payments are due within 14 days of receipt of invoice, unless otherwise specified in the
invoice. Prior to full payment of the rent (unless the requirements of 5.7.1 of the General Terms
and Conditions are met), the exhibitor shall not be issued with access passes, a construction card
or permission to set up a stand. MYLE reserves the right, after 14 days, to demand payment by
any means, including legal action or to otherwise dispose of the space already contractually
guaranteed without notice and to terminate the contract.
4.2 Payments shall be made without deductions to Munich International Motor Show GmbH, D80796 Munich to one of the bank accounts provided on the invoice. Cheque payments are not
permitted.
4.3 Invoices for special services of MYLE and its contractors are due upon receipt of the invoice.
4.4 Complaints about invoices must be made in writing to MYLE within a preclusive period of 14
days after receipt of the invoice.
4.5 In the event of payment after the due date or any other delay in payment, our claims shall be
determined in accordance with § 288 BGB (German Civil Code).

4.6 MYLE reserves the right to assert the landlord's lien for all unfulfilled obligations of the
exhibitor. Reference is expressly made to 5.7.2 of the General Conditions of Participation.

5. EXHIBITOR AND ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY PASSES
5.1 Unless otherwise specified in the stand confirmation, each exhibitor shall receive without
charge in the case of a single stand size
from 01 to 49 m2 - 4 exhibitor passes + construction and dismantling passes
from 50 to 89 m2 - 5 exhibitor passes + construction and dismantling passes
from 90 to 129 m2 - 6 exhibitor passes + construction and dismantling passes
from 130 to 169 m2 - 7 exhibitor passes + construction and dismantling passes
from 170 m2 - 8 exhibitor passes + assembly and dismantling passes
5.2 If additional passes are required by the exhibitor, these shall be subject to a charge. The
additional passes can be ordered using the "Exhibitor passes" form in the service documents.
5.3 Insofar as the exhibitor does not use his own staff for stand construction or commissions
MYLE contractors, the exhibitor is obliged to apply for construction and dismantling passes for
the persons employed for this purpose and to forward these to them himself.
5.4 Before entering the exhibition grounds, all passes must bear the name and signature of the
cardholder and the company name or stamp of the exhibitor. The passes are not transferable. In
the event of misuse of the ID cards, MYLE shall be entitled to confiscate them without recourse to
the courts.

6. SALE / SAMPLE FEE
6.1 When selling exhibits, the Exhibitor is obliged to provide the objects for sale with clearly
legible price tags and to comply with the regulations on price labelling. The procurement of and
compliance with trade and health permits is the sole responsibility of the exhibitor.
6.2 Violations of 6.1 shall entitle MYLE, notwithstanding the exhibitor's continued liability for the
full rent, to immediately close the stand after prior warning and to exclude the exhibitor from
participation in the event, if necessary also in future events; the exhibitor shall not be entitled to
damages in this respect. MYLE is entitled to carry out all necessary checks, also on persons and
their luggage, within the event grounds and at the exits for this purpose.

7. MEDIA LUMP SUM / EVENT PUBLICATIONS
7.1 Media lump sum
7.1.1 No additional fee will be charged as a media lump sum. MYLE reserves the right, at its own
discretion, to create and publish catalogues/event brochures/exhibitor directories or similar in an
appropriate form. With his participation, the exhibitor agrees to provide the name of his company,
his logo as well as contact persons and contact details for such a preparation and to authorize
the publication of these. This also includes the publication and announcement of the exhibitor via
social media as well as the presentation of the exhibitor on the MYLE website.

7.2 Event publications
7.2.1 If an official catalogue or other publication is published for the event or if an exhibitor
database is placed on the Internet, the following provisions shall apply.
7.2.2 MYLE will commission a publishing house with the overall design, production and
distribution of the publication and the Internet database, which will be notified to the exhibitors in
good time.
More detailed regulations can be found in the letter from the official publisher, which each
exhibitor receives after sending the stand confirmation.
7.2.3 Entries shall be made in accordance with the exhibitor's entries in the application
documents. The exhibitor is solely responsible for their accuracy. MYLE does not assume any
liability for this. The same applies to additional orders placed with the publisher by the exhibitor.
7.2.4 MYLE expressly points out that, with the exception of the publishing house named by
MYLE, no third parties, not even other publishing houses, are commissioned or will be
commissioned with the creation of event publications and exhibitor directories - in particular
those after the exhibition has taken place. Insofar as offers in this regard are made to the
exhibitors, these are own initiatives by third parties which have no connection whatsoever with
MYLE.
7.3 Co-exhibitor
7.3.1 The exhibitor's media lump sum also covers the entry pursuant to 7.1.2 of the co-exhibitor.
Additional information and publications require a chargeable order to the publisher in accordance
with 7.2.2.

8. PROMOTION TEAMS - CONVENTIONAL PENALTY
The use of promotion teams outside the allocated stand is subject to a fee and requires the
written approval of MYLE. Exhibitors who use promotion teams outside the allocated stand
without the written permission of MYLE shall be liable to a contractual penalty of €5,500.00 for
each case of non-compliance by MYLE.
Tombolas, sweepstakes or quizzes, both inside and outside the allocated stand, may not be
conducted without the express written permission of MYLE and shall be subject to the penalty of
contract set forth above in the event of non-compliance.

